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1. INTRODUCTION 
The “progressing wave formalism,” which is discussed in [I], provides a 
method for obtaining approximate solutions of suitable problems for the 
wave equation and other linear hyperbolic partial differential equations. 
This method is related to geometrical optics. It involves the construction 
of rays along which waves propagate. The object of this paper is to apply 
the method to a problem which can be solved by another procedure and to 
compare the results obtained by the two methods of solution. In this way 
we obtain a partial verification of the validity of the progressing wave forma- 
lism. 
The problem we treat is the computation of the field produced by a 
moving point source in a plane stratified medium. The problem is stated 
precisely in Section 2. In Section 3 we outline briefly the progressing wave 
formalism, and in Section 4 we apply it to the problem at hand. This problem 
can also be solved by “classical” methods of applying Fourier transforms 
and asymptotic expansions with respect to a parameter. This classical method 
is based on rigorous W. K. B. theory for ordinary differential equations. This 
is done in Section 5. The results obtained in Section 4 and Section 5 do 
indeed agree and thus our aim is realized. 
The problem considered illustrates the relative simplicity and directness 
of the progressing wave method as opposed to the classical methods. For a 
general medium no “classical” method exists, but the progressing wave 
solutions are still possible. 
* This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract 
No. Nonr 285(48). Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of 
the United States Government. 
r This paper is based on part of P. Wolfe’s doctoral thesis “Diffraction and Refraction 
of Scalar Waves,” submitted to New York University, June, 1965. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
We wish to solve the wave equation with a moving point source in a 
plane stratified medium. 
1 
Lu-Au---u - - e(t) 6(X - Y(t)), 
c2(x1) tt - (1) 
where X = (x1 , x2 , 4, Y(t) = (ydt), rdt), ydt)), and ~(4 is the propaga- 
tion speed. Here it is assumed that a point source is moving on a trajectory 
X = Y(t), and emitting a signal e(t). We assume e(t) = 0, t < 0 and the 
initial condition: 
u(0, X) = u,(O, X) = 0. (2) 
We assume further that c(xi) decreases monotonically. c(- co) = cc, , 
c(i- co) = Cl. 
3. THEPROGRESSING WAVE FORMALISM 
This section is an outline of the basic results of Section 2 of [I]. 
In what follows capital letters denote vectors. The summation convention 
for repeated indices over the values 1, 2, 3 is understood. To solve 
1 
Lu = u,,,, - - u c”(x) tt = 0, (1) 
we assume a solution of the form 
u(t, X) = 5 e,[y(t, X)1 zP)(t, Xl, 
?lP-0 
(2) 
where e,(T) is arbitrary and 
de,(T) 
dr 
= em-l(T). (3) 
We insert (2) into (1) and make use of (3). Assuming so # 0 we get the 
Characteristic Equation for the phase function v, 
and the transport equation for z = z”, 
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To solve (4) we introduce the rays X = X(t) which are the projections on X 
space of the bicharacteristics of (l), which are the characteristics of (4). On 
the bicharacteristics the phase function 9) is constant. 
The rays satisfy 
$(&$) = -;g, i= 1,2,3. 
LXE . Lxx 
dt dt 
= c”(X). 
Now (5) reduces to an ordinary differential equation along the bicharacteristic. 
f-(&+0. 
To describe the solution of (8) along some bicharacteristic B given by 
[t, X(t)], let C be the characteristic hypersurface on which B lies. From the 
family of rays associated with C we form an infinitesimal tube of rays con- 
taining the projection, R of B. Let da(t) be the cross-sectional area of this 
tube at the point X(t) on R. Then the solution of (8) is given by 
Here c(t) denotes c[X(t)] and x(t) denotes z[t, X(t)]. (9) gives the value of z 
at any point t on the bicharacteristic if its value at some point, t, , is known. 
In the next section this method, with certain modifications, will be applied 
to the problem of the moving point source. 
4. APPLICATION TO THE MOVING POINT SOURCE IN A 
PLANE STRATIFIED MEDIUM 
We wish to apply the progressing wave formalism to the problem outlined 
in Section 2. 
The ray equations (3.6), (3.7) become 
d 1 dx, 1 dc 
dt ( c2(x1) -1 
-- 
dt = - c(xl) dx, 
d 1 
dt c2(x1) ( 
2 = dx. o dt 1 ) i 2, = 3. 
dx,.&i 
dt dt 
= 3(x1). 
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Integrating (2) we find 
-L&!&j. 
8(x1) at * ’ 
i = 2,3, 
where d, and d, are constants of integration. Then from (3) we find 
1 dx, 
~ - = 41 (& - (d,2 + d,a))1”. c2(x1) dt 
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(4) 
(5) 
It is now easily verified that (1) is satisfied. We now assume that at time 
t = 7 rays emanate from the point X = Y(T) in all directions so that the 
bicharacteristics generate a characteristic conoid in space time with vertex 
at (7, Y(T))- 
I f  we denote the initial direction of a ray in X-space by the pair of para- 
meters (0, 4) (Fig. l), we see that for the ray whose initial direction is given 
by (0, 3), 0 < 6’ < =TT, 0 < $ < 257; 
d, = L sin B cos 9, 
C(T) 
d3 = -!- sin 13 sin #, 
44 
where c(7) = c(y,(~)). 
Thus the ray equations become: (4) with d2 and d, given by (6) and 
1 dx, ___= 
3(x1) dt 
Thus we have a three parameter, (7, 8,#) family of bicharacteristics. 
FIG. 1. Definitions of the parameters 8 and $r. 
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From (4) and (6) it is easily seen that the rays are plane curves which lie 
in the plane 
Thus if we set 
x3 - Y3(7) ~__- = tan *. 
x2 - Y*(T) 
x2 = y2(7) -+ Y cos $4 
x3 =: ~~(7) + r sin * 
and let xi = x, then the ray equations become (7) and 
Let 
then the ray equations become by (7) and (11) 
dr sin B .- -- -&= .L -- (~~(7, x) .- sin2 ~9)~‘~ ’ 
where 19 is now the initial direction of the rays in the X-Y plane. Here 
Y2 = (x2 - y2(7))2 A- (x3 - y3(7))2. 
By integrating (13) we see that the rays are given by 
If 0 < 0 < n/2 the rays proceed to the right (Fig. 2) and are given by 
If r/2 < 0 < v  the rays proceed to the left and are given by 
Y1(7) 
y(x) = s, 
Thus the rays are given by 
sin 6’ dx 
‘CX) = J-1: (n2(7, *) - sin2 e)1/z ’ (17) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
where x , = m= (~~(4 4, x< = min (yr(~), x). For a fixed value of 7 as 
x + - co, n(7, x) + q)(T) = C(T)/Co , 0 < no(T) < 1. If  7r/2 < e < ?r, 
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FIG. 2. Primary rays for various values of 8. O1 , 9, are < 742. Thus these rays 
proceed to the right. 8, > a/2, sin 0, > n,,(7), hence this ray starts out to the left but 
turns. Sin 8, < n,,(7), hence this ray proceeds to the left and does not turn. 
sin 0 < n,(r) then the rays proceed to the left. But if we have sin 0 > no(r) 
then there is a point X, such that n(~, x0) = sin 8. At that point, by (13) the 
ray has a vertical tangent but r(xs) exists by (16). It will presently be shown 
that at this point the ray is turned back to the right. The point (xs , r(xo)) 
will be called a turning point. Before a ray reaches a turning point it will be 
called a primary ray. Beyond the turning point such rays will be called 
refracted rays. 
To calculate the phase of the progressing wave at a point lying on a primary 
ray at a given time t, we observe that the phase is constant along the bicha- 
racteristic (T, 0, Z/J) whose projection is the ray and is therefore by assumption 
equal to 7. On the other hand, we have from (7) 
dx 
dt = f  ?P(T, x) 
-.!kL (@(T, x) - sins 8)112, 
with the initial condition that x = ri(~) at t = T. Therefore we have 
t=T+L 
~~(7, x) dx 
44 1: (n2(T, x) - sin” 8)‘12 *  
Equations (9), (lo), (17), and (19) are the parametric equations for the 
bicharacteristic labeled by parameter (7, 8, #) with running parameter x = xi. 
To see that the rays actually turn at a turning point, we note that by (11) 
as t increases so does Y, since dr/dt > 0. We can write (13) as 
dx _ = f (f12(T, X) - Sin28)1/2 
dr sin 0 (!3’) 
Now as Y increases (with t) we see that x must increase also, since for x < x, 
the right hand side of (13) or (13’) is nonreal. Thus the plus sign is applicable 
in (13) or (13’) for Y > Y(x@) and the rays do turn. 
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To find z0 we use (3.9) with certain modifications. For a fixed value of 7, 
the bicharacteristics (7, 8, I,$) generate the characteristic hyperpersurface 
C. Now if from the family of rays associated with C we form an infinitesimal 
tube of rays we see that these rays have a focus at X = Y(T), i.e., as t -+ 7, 
&z(t) -+ 0. We modify (3.9) by a procedure outlined in Section 4 of [I]. Now 
WlJ - C”(T) (to - T) di2 as t, + 7. 
Introducing (20) into (3.9) and letting t, --+ 7, we obtain 
(20) 
where 
2 = $z x(to) C(T) (to - T). (22) 
II 
We must determine f. We do this by comparison with the solution of a 
Canonical Problem which can be solved exactly and which has the same local 
features as the given problem. In this case the canonical problem is the 
problem where c is a constant. This problem is solved in [I]. We find 
(23) 
where v  is the component of the source velocity Y(T) in the initial direction 
of the ray 
v  = Y,(T) cos 0 + j,(7-) cos 9 sin 0 + J&(T) sin 4 sin 0. (24) 
z(t) = z(t, X(t)) can now be computed. The only problem is to compute 
dQ/du(t). The details are carried out in the appendix. 
The result is that on the primary bicharacteristic 
z = 47r j 1: V/C(T) 1 ( ) 
sin “’ [n2(T, x) - sin2 q-i/4 
r 
[S 
*> n2(7, x) 1 cos 19 1 dx 
I 
-1’2 
X 
rc (n2(7, x) - sin2 ey (25) 
with v  given by (24). 
On the primary bicharacteristic the field is given by 
= z(t, X(t)) - e(T) + -*a, (26) 
with .a given by (25). 
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On the refracted bicharacteristic we have from (13) and (18) the equations 
of the bicharacteristic (along with (9) and (10)) 
(27) 
where x0 is given by 
~(7, x0) = sin 8. (29) 
On the refracted rays z(t, X(t)) is computed in the same way as above, i.e., by 
using (21) with f given by (23) so that only &2/&(t) must be computed. This 
is done in the appendix. 
The refracted field is given by 
UT - 4rr 1 1 -! V/C(T) 1 
(G(T, x) - sin2 0)-114 (y)1’2 (- cos f3)-1/2 
x II- ] 11:“’ + i:, I (TZ”(T, x) Fsin2 0)lj2 
1 sin2 0 1 sin2 e 
1 
-112 
- %(T X(T)) COS e + 12(T, X) ?&(T, X) (?Z” - sin2 ey ’ e(T), (30) 
with v again given by (24). 
The total field at any point, (t, X) is the sum of terms, each term corre- 
sponding to a bicharacteristic (Primary or Refracted) which passes through 
(t, -0 
5. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
We wish to solve the problem outlined in Section 1 in another way. We 
assume 
e(t) = cqvt), (1) 
where Y is a large parameter and i is an integrable but otherwise arbitrary 
function. 
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We will find the asymptotic solution of (2.1), (2.2) for large Y and compare 
this result with the results of the preceding section. 
Introduce Fourier Transforms 
v(x1 9 k, , k, 9 w> = ~--i~k~a+%%-4 u(t, X) dx, &, & (2) 
u(t, X) = (2)” 111 eiv[k~zdk~2~-wtl v(xl , k, , k, , W) dk, dk, dw. 
(3) 
Then v satisfies 
d2v 
- + v2 [-& - k2] v  = - h(x, k, > k, , ~1, dx2 
x = x, , k2 = k22 + kg2, 
(4) 
where 
h= 
SJ-I 
e--i~k%+Wk-~tl e(t) 8(X - Y(t)) dx, dx, dt 
= e-iv[y,(t)k,+ys(t)ks-wll e(t) 8(x - n(t)) dt. (5) 
We assume the condition that v L 0 as ( x I--+ co, Im w > 0. To solve (4) 
we introduce the Green’s Function of the problem, G(x, y), which satisfies 
and the same condition at cc as v. Then v will be given by 
v= I m G(x, Y) NY, k, , k, , w) dr. (7) -02 
We wish to find an asymptotic expansion of G(x, y) as Y + co. To do this 
we use the W.K.B. method and the connection formulas in the appendix. 
We start by finding 2 independent solutions to 
f”+v”[-&-k2]f=0 
of the form 
f  w g(x) ei”S(r). 
Inserting (9) into (8) we find 
(8) 
(9) 
V2 -$ - k2] - F] /g + iv[2S’g’ + S”g] + ... L- 0. (10) 
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Hence equating each power of v  to zero we find 
s* = & J [& - ky2 d7j 
1 w2 
-- 
g = c”(x) 
k2 -li4. 1 
(11) 
(12) 
In what follows [p(x)]“” will represent the positive square root of p(x) if 
PM > 0. 
Now for fixed k and x we will fix the square root [w”/c”(x) - k2]lj2 as in 
Fig. 3. Thus when w < - kc(x) we are on the lower half of the slit. 
o-plone 
Tl 
w=-kc(x) w=kC(x) 0 
0 7r 
FIG. 3. Slit plane for [d/c’(x) - kz]1/2. 
In what follows, Fig. 4 should clarify matters. In the diagram k and y  are 
fixed. The horizontal axis represents X, the vertical axis represents w. The 
dashed curves represent w = f  kc(x). Th e vertical dotted line is the line 
x = y. The horizontal lines divide the plane into 8 regions. The asymptotic 
solution varies from region to region as will be explained below. 
1. Region 1 w > c,k. Then w2/c2(x)-k2>0, -co<<x<co. 
Then for x > y, G satisfies (8) and the condition at CO. Therefore 
G - cl 
[ $$ - k2]-1’4 .& s: [-& - k2]“’ drl, cl = cl(w, k, y). 
For x < y  we must have 
G rv c2 & - k2]-1’4t+~: [-& - k2]1’2&. 
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To find c1 and c2 we use the following conditions: 
WY ->Y) = G(Y +,Y); (13) 
i.e., G is continuous at x =y. 
$(Y -,Y> - $(Y +,y> = 1. (14) 
Now if we let x, = max (qy), xc = min (x, y), we find that for w > c,k 
G(x, y) N & (-& - I?-~‘~ (- & - q4 P J:: (-$ - q2 dT. 
0 1 
@ I 
@ 1 
0 1 
1 0 /. 
,’ 
.’ m 
-- -- /- 
-. I 
+A I w=kC(y) 
r 
; 7 -:& --. 
I 
I 
w=k(C,) 
IX’Y I 
I x 
I 
I 
I 1 
I w=-kc, 
i 1 
/ 
I ,’ 
,-‘I’ 
/I 
,’ 
w=- kc(y) 
e I 
/v ’ 
N 
w=-kc, 
I 
I 
I N 
I 
I 
I 
FIG. 4. Asymptotic behavior of the Green’s function 
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2. kc(y) < w < kc,. Then 3x, = X(W, k) ZJ w = c(q) k, X, < y. Then for 
xi< x, , [w”/c”(x) - k2] < 0, but for x > x, , [w2/c2(x) - k2] > 0. For 
x.< X, the solution is given by 
Then using the connection formula (B2, B3) in Appendix B we find that for 
x,<x<y 
G - 2c, 
[ ~-kz]~1’4sin(uj~u[&--k2]1’2d~+~), 
while for x > y we must have 
ca and c4 are found by applying conditions (13) and (14) above. 
The results can be written as follows: 
x < x, 
G -$[kp-??-1’4[ w2 k2-1’4expiv ’ w2 
c”(x) C”(Y) I [S i %J cw kz)1’2 dT + ;] 
X e-” w2 1”’ & 
cw 
(16) 
x > x, 
G - 1 [ w2 k2 -1’4 
2v c”(x) I [ & - k2]-1’4 it+ j;; [-& - k2]1’2 dq 
-expi[vjj~~+j:wi(~-kp)l’2~~+5]1. 
3. kc, < w < kc(y). Then 3x, = x(w, k) 3 w = c(xJ k, but now x, >y. 
Then for x < y the solution is given by 
For x > X~ we must have 
G - c6 
[ 
& - k2]-1’4 eiy jIw [& - kz]“’ dq. 
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Then using the connection formulas (B2, B3) in Appendix B (for ~a + ini), 
we find that for y  < x < xw 
G NC) 
[ 
k2 - -&]-1’4]eu,” [k2 - -&-jl”dv 
+ t e-y ,I” [kz - &]1’2 dT 1 . 
Conditions (13) and (14) are then used to find cs and cc. The results can be 
written as follows: 
x < x, 
G - & (k2 _ z)-l” (k2 _ 
c”(x) 
$$-~1’4e-u~~(k2 - --$$r” dv 
x > x, 
w2 ]li2 &, + + e-~ fw [,$2 _ -t!? I” &,, 
c2m => c2(7) 1 t 
G 
-2;; c”(x) 
’ (?- - k2)-1’4 (k2 _ &)-“4e-vi:” (k2 - &r”dv 
x lexpi[uS:y[~-kZ]li’d~+$11. (17) 
Careful examination reveals that this solution is exponentially small in v  
and will not contribute to the asymptotic expansion. 
4. 0 < w < kc, . 
Here there is no turning point. The solution is exponentially small and we 
find 
G N & (k2 _ ?a-1’4 (k2 _ 
c”(x) 
&)-“4e-u~~: (k2 - -$f+r”dT. (18) 
For w < 0 (regions (l’)-(4), Fig. 4) note that now w is on the lower half 
of the left slit (Fig. 3) so that if w/ca(~) - k2 > 0 then we take 
(uJ”/c”(~) - k2)li2 > 0 and giving w a small positive imaginary part takes the 
point w into the other branch of the Riemann Surface so that 
It can be shown by direct computation, as in cases (1) to (4), when w < 0 
we have 
G&Y, w, k) = G*(x, y, - w, 4, (1% 
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where * denotes complex conjugate. These results are summarized in Fig. (4). 
A - in a region indicates that in that region of the x-w plane the solution 
is oscillatory while a J indicates that the solution is exponentially small. 
We now wish to rearrange the preceding results. Fix X, y, and k. Then 
if x > y, the solution is exponentially small in v  unless 1 w / > kc(y). I f  
x < y  the solution is exponentially small unless 1 w 1 > kc(x). (This can 
be made clear by reference to Fig. 4). Recall x, = max (x, y), X< = min (x, y) 
and let c< = c(xJ. Then in the range c,K < w < co, from (15) and (16) 
we find G - Gl + G, , where 
,‘& = L [??- _ k2]-1’4 
2v CYY) 
[ 
(20) 
c,k < w < c-0 
- q4 [A& _ k2]-1’4 
(21) 
x eiu IjIu + j:,/ ($& - k2)1”d~, c,k > w > c,k. 
Similarly in the range - co < w < - c,k from (15), (16), (19) 
G - G3 + G, , where 
(23) 
-cc,k<w< -cc,k. 
Set 
vi N Gih 
I 
i=l,2,3,4. (24) 
Let ui be the contribution to u from vi . Then u = & ui . From (5), (7), 
and (20) 
VI =; jymdy [jI”, e-iv[Y~(T)k,+Y,(T)1,-w7] e (4 YY - yk)> dT] 
[ w2 
__- 
x C2(Y) 
k2 -‘I4 
I [ 
-$$ - k2]-1’4 eiu 1:: (-$$ - k2)1’2 dq. (25) 
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If we carry out the y integration we find 
1 IX .q = z _ 
s 
e-iv[k,v,(,)+kay,(7)- 
v 02 
UT] e(7) [-$$ - I$]-‘” [+&- - k2]-li4 
Now 
X eiu 
s> co2 
cs ( 
l/2 
- - k2 
a< c2(rl) ) 1 dq dr. (26) 
44 = 45(4>, x, = ma (n(~>, 4, xc = min (rd4 4. 
Therefore from (3) and (26) 
~1 =~j~~dk2j~~dk2j~kd~j~~dT 
x ei”{(x2 - ~~(7)) k2 + (x2 - ~~(4) k2 - (t - 4 4 
x eiv 
5, co2 
[I ( 
___ 
x> c2(4 
- k2)1’2 dT] sub [& - ~1-l’~ [& - k2]-li4e(T). 
Let 
k, :wz k cos t,Y 
k, = k sin I,Y 
(27) 
x2 = y2(7) -t r cos (G 
x2 = y3(7) --- r sin 16. (28) 
Then (27) becomes 
'2 cc 
~1 = k s --m 44 dT 
2n eiukrco8(0-~') d#' w2 - 
0 W 
_ k2]-1'4 
u2 X -- 
c”(x) 
k2 -Ii4 ] e”‘](T-t)UJ+j:: [-$$-k2]lizdT/. c29) 
Now 
(30) 
Thus (29) becomes 
e(T) dT jr k dk J,(vkr) Jz k dw [-$ - k2]-li4 
[ 
w2 -- 
c”(x) 
k2 -It4 ’ ] eru j(T - t) w + jz’ ($f+ - k’)l” dq/ . (31) 
I< 
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Now 
J,(VkY) - (--g2 cos (vkr - g; v+co. (32) 
Replace JO by its asymptotic expansion. It will turn out that only the term 
involving ,i (zA-rI4 ) 
this result, 
will contribute to the asymptotic expansion. Anticipating 
X [ 
A&-kaj-1’4e-iv/ (t - T) w - kr - 1:: (-& - k2)l” dq[ . 
(33) 
In (33) interchange the order of the w and k integrations and then let 
Then (33) becomes 
k=w@. (34) 
ein14 +wz 
% - 
g ~575l2 I 
co 1 
--oo 11’2 
- e(r) dT /r w112 dw /l’c’ dp (-& _ ~2)~~‘~ 
0 
X 
i 
- p2)-1’4 e-i”w [@ - T, - fly - ,,: (& - p2)1’2 dq] . 
(35) 
We apply the method of stationary phase to the /3 integral with phase func- 
tion 
P'=(t-T)-j3Y- 2' l 
s ( 
- 
z< c%> 
- f12)liz dq. 
Hence 
vfl = --r+ s :: (l,@(lq d” $)1/2 
no = s 2 
The stationary phase condition qB = 0 yields 
(36) 
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We will denote the value of /3 which gives the stationary point by b. (Since 
vss > 0 there is at most one such point for each fixed value of 7.) 
I= 
s 
b = b(T). (37) 
Thus applying the stationary phase formula we find 
m  vb1f2 
Ul - 
s 
e(~) dr - 
-00 87r2Y’J= (s 1 
-l/2 
X 
( 
-& - be)-1’4 (-& - bz)-l” 
x Jmexp --ivw [(t - T) - /,: (l,C~/~~(‘~d~2)l,a] dw. (38) 
The integral us is handled in a series of steps similar to (25)-(38). The range 
of the w integration is - c,K > w > - co. Now the term of the asymptotic 
expansion of the Bessel function involving e-i(vkr+n’4) will contribute to the 
asymptotic expansion and corresponding to the change of variable (34) we 
now use. 
k = - wp. (34’) 
Then the stationary phase condition will be exactly (36). The result is 
m vb1J2 -l/4 
% - e(7) dT - --m 87GY1’2 
X 
( - b2)-1’4 sr, 
exp--ivw (t-7)- [ s 1 dw- 
Now 
(39) 
(40) 
Thus by adding (38) and (39) and using (4O), 
-l/4 - b2 
X 
( 
-& - b2)-1’4 6 (t - T - s:: (~,f~;~~d;2,,,2) d7. (41) 
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Thus the contribution comes from the point 7, where 
(42) 
and where b satisfies (37). 
From (28), (37), and (42) it is seen that for fixed (t, X) these equations are 
satisfied if we take b = sin ~/C(T), where (T, 0, $) are the parameters of the 
primary bicharacteristic passing through (t, X). (There will be one term 
corresponding to each bicharacteristic.) Furthermore if 7 and b(7) satisfy 
(37) and (42), by setting sin 0 = bc(~) we see by (28) that (t, X) satisfy (3.9, 
3.10, 3.17, 3.19), and hence the point (t, X) lies on the bicharacteristic 
with parameters (T, 0,#). Hence there is a 1 - 1 correspondence between 
the primary bicharacteristics passing through (t, X) and solutions of (37), (42). 
If x > yr(~) then 0 < 19 < r/2. If x <Ye, ~r/2 < 0 < n. In (41), in the 
neighborhood of each solution of (42) we make the change of variable. 
s=t--7- s 1: (l/c2;~;!~2)l,2 4 (43) 
Then we will have from (41) 
x ( + - b2)-li4 4 &q 7 (4) 
where the sum is taken over all solutions of (42). If yl(T) < x then 
I 
5 
s=t-T- 1 /c”(d 4 
l/l(T) (l/c2(77) - b2Y2 (45) 
ds -=- 
dT 
z 
- 1 s 
b6 1/c2(r]) d7, 
g1(7) (1/c2(rl) _ b2)3/2 3 
&2!. 
87 
(46) 
Now from (28) and (37) 
@2 - Y2b))2 + (x3 - Y3(7))211’2 = JIlcT, clic2cqb) d” b211,2 - (47) 
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Thus differentiating with respect to 7 and multiplying by b we have 
_ b (x2 - Y2N 92(4 + (x3 - Y3(7)) J&(4 + J+(T) b2 
Y  (1/8(T) - by 
=br; ’ 
s 
1 /cW & 
vl(7) (W2(d - b2Y2 * 
Hence from (46) 
ds 
- = - 1 + A(T) [& - bell” + + (x2 - y2(7))j2(7) d7 
+ + (x3 - Y3(4 A(4 
If * < Yd4 
d.F - = - 1 -J%(7) [& - qe + p (x2 -Y2(7)) P2(7> dr 
Letting 
+ p h -Y3(4)M7). 
sin e 
b=-, 
4’) 
44 n(7, x) = - 
44 
then we find in any case 
ds 
iz= 
_ 1 + J&(T) cos e + j,(~) sin OcT # + J&(T) sin e sin l/i , 
Hence from (44) and (51) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
u, + ua -2 
1 
~ 1 _ j,(7) cos e + y2(7) sin e cos * + &i,(r) sin e sin 3 
cm 
x ($-f)“’ (JIz $[~; t; Fynt ~~2)-1’z [n2(7, x) - sin2 8]-1/4 e(T), (52) 
which agrees with the primary field of the ray expansion. 
In exactly the same way 
1 
1 _ yl(7) cos e + j2(7) sin e cos # + js(~) sin 0 sin (G 
4’) I 
x (n(7, X) - sin2 e)- (y),p (I cos t9 I)--‘/” 
x [- 
/ 1 
’ L(,, x) nr(7, x) 
dx 
(G(T, x) - sir? fI)l’z 
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1 sin2 0 1 sin2 e 
I 
-l/Z 
-- 
?&(T, X) 2=y1(T) COS 8 ’ n(T, X) n,(T, X) (n2(T, X) - sin2 ey2 
’ e(T), 
(53) 
which is exactly the refracted field of the ray expansion. Note that for x = X, , 
w = * /x(x,), i.e., /3 = l/c(xJ by (36): 6 = l/c(xJ but b = (sin e/C(T)) 
therefore c(T)/c(xw) = sin 0, i.e., x, = x, . To show that the result is 
an asymptotic expansion we note that it can be shown that the remainder can 
be estimated by an expression of the form 
J fk x2 4 44 Q(T)) do. (54) -co 
where H(x) is the Heaviside unit step function. Now by (I), e(r) = C(w) 
thus (54) becomes 
I t, X, T> +T) H@(T)) dT, f, g independent of v 
= jrm(jI~((Ye)d~)&[f(f,X,7)H(4(~))1d~ 
= ; ,ym (jr 45) df) 2 [f(t, X, 7) %(T))ldT 
=o(t,, 
since it was assumed that Z(f) is integrable. 
APPENDIX A 
CALCULATION OF THEDISTORTION COEFFICIENT z. 
On the primary rays by (4.23) we must compute 
-[ 
1 d&l l/2 z=z --- 
n(T, x) W) I 
. (1) 
(2) 
We have 
dLJ = sin tJ dtl dt+h 
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r 
FIG. 5 
da(x) = dw r d# (see Fig. 5). 
F. z = z 
1 
sin 0 d9 1’2 I 
n(7, x) rdw 1 
dw dr -=- 
dtl de ‘OS y 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
COSy =(I + tan2y)-1/2 = 1 + - 
[ cx'" 
[ 
sin2 0 
I 
-112 
= 1+ 
n2(7, x) - sin2 B = $7, x)-l [G(T, x) - sin2 8]1/2. (6) 
From (4.19) 
dr s> 
a- -s 
n2(7, x) cos 6’ dx 
%< (~~(7, x) - sin2 8)s12 ’ (7) 
Then (4.25) can be computed from (4), (.5), (6), (7), and (4.24). On the refrac- 
ted ray .z is computed in the same way except that an integration by parts 
must be performed before drjde can be computed. We have 
(3.27) 
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d 
( 
1 
* dx n(7-, x) ?z,(T, x) 1 
(+T, x) - sin2 0 dx)li2, (9) 
therefore, remembering cos B < 0, 
cos 0 sin2 e 1 sin2 e =- 
~(7, x) K&T, x) (n2 - sin2 ey2 + %(T, Yl(4> 
thus (4.30) can be computed from (4), (5), (6), (8), (lo), and (4.24). 
APPENDIX B. CONNECTION FORMULAS. RJBERENCE [2, p.4931 
In the equation 
v- + a+(x) v(x) = 0, (1) 
suppose p’(x) > Op(x,) = 0 so that p(x) < 0 for x < x, and p(x) > 0 
for x > x, . 
Then 3 two linearly independent solutions vl , v2 for v> 1. 
%W - + [ - p(x)]-l14 emu jr [ - p(~)]l’~ dq 
v2(x) - [- $(x)]-~‘~ e” 
s :” II- PW’~ 4 
x < x, (2) 
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q(x) - [p(~)]-l/~ sin v 
(1 a CP~W’~ 4 %J 
with all roots taken as positive roots. Define 
the Wronskian. Then 
W(v, ) w2) - - v. 
- 
(3) 
Vl’V2 , 
(4) 
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